
Appendix IV' Irrtervals at which instantaneous or'*$napshor" count$ of flying birds shouldbe conducted within a ten'minule observafion period, oittrin a J{X}m transect from *moving platform.
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Appendix lII. Estimating a 3fihn distancs al sea using a slide calliper (formula derived
by J. Charding based on Heinemann l9El).

The 300m distance from the observation point can be esrimated using a slide calliper and the
following equation:

d, _ umkthiwsJLr- ahd
hr +3ffildJi

where:

e.g. if a = 0.714 til, & = 15 m, and d = 300 m

then dr, = 35.0 mm

da = distance down from horizon down (mm)
a = distance between the observer's eye and the calliper when observer's arm is fully out-

stretched (m)
ft = height of the observer's eye above the water at the observation point (m)
d = distance to be estimated (m; in this case, the width of the transect or semi-circle, or 300m)

First, calculate d1 to obtain the amount that the calliper should be opened at for a 3ffim tran$ect
or semi-circle. Once this amount is known, hold the calliper vertically at arm's length, opened
to the appropriate interval, with the tip of the upper jaw in line to the horizon. The tip of the
lower jaw of the calliper is now in line with a distance 300m frorn the platform, marking the far
side of the transect or semi-circle,

Vlsual illustration of example abover
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Appendix II' Example of survey using a jto] $can,€{rvrring a semi-circle of 300m radiusfrom a stationary plntform. Record frirds observed within"this area, rnt.thu, fl;ing or onthe water, as a prioritv. Record all hirds seen oursidu th; i0d;;i-;ir;ills wett, butnote them as o.not in semi.circler'.

"in semi-circle,,



Appendix [. Example of survey using a g0o scan, covering a 300m transect from a
moving platform. Record blrds that are observed withinihis transect, whethe;
flying or on the water, as a priority, Record all birds seen outside the transect, if
this dces not af?ect cbservations within the transect, zndnote them as..not in
transect".

300m

Movlng pfatform



8) Compass direction (tr/, Ng, E, SE, S, SW, W, or NW) in which birds in flight are
heading, if not associated with platform.

8) Age (J, f, orA)
9) Plumage of adults t8, NB, indlar M)
l0) Sex (M or F\

See Appendix VII for detailed notes on completing each field.

Grouping observations. Record groups of birds in the same data row if rhey behave as a
group and have the same morphological and behavioural characteristics (e.g., all adults in
breeding plumage flying in the same directicn; see exarnple in Appendix XII). Record other
individuals from the group that have different characteristics (e.g., juveniles) in the next row,
and associate thi$ record wi& the previous one by drawing a line that links the two rows (see
example in Appendix XII).
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Delineated survey area. Conduct surveys by scanning at a l80o angle, limiting observations
to a semi-circle around the observ'er, with a radius of 300m from the edge of the platform (see
Appendix Il). Sweep the area only once per scan, from one side to the other, and
systematically record all birds on water and in flight within the area at that time.

Estimating "in observation" area. Estimate the 300m distance prior to beginning
observations. You can base !'our estimate on the known width of the platform or fixed
structlrre, or by using a slide calliper (see Appendix III).

Frequency of scans. Scan the sarne area once every 2 hours from moming to evening,
regardless if birds are present or not.

Snapshot counts of birds. Scan the area once per survey. If the stationary platform is high
te.g., an oil production platform), use binoculars to count and identify birds present in the air or
on the w&ter. Use a telescope to confirm species identification and other details, such as moult,
age, canying fish, etc. If the stationary platform is relatively low (e.g., a supply vessel on
stand-by), scan the area by eye to count and identify birds, and confirm details using
binoculars.

Birds on water and in flight. Estimate the distance that observed birds are from the base of
the platform (see Appendix VII for distance categories).

Poor visibility. When a scheduled $can cannot be conducted because visibility is poor due to
rain or fog (i.e., when the entire width of the 300m semi-circle is not visible), fill in the
Observation Period lnformation, and write in the notes why the scan was not conducted.

NulI observation periods. Record "No birds obseryed" when no birds were detected during a.
scan, as this type of information is also important.

3.2. Recording information related to each scan

Scan information. [t is important to fill in all the fields under ttre heading "Scan lnformation"
of the data sheet at the beginning of each scan. See Appendix VI for detailed notes on
completing each field.

Bird information. Use appropriate codes to record the following information (in this order of
priority) for all birds observed during the period, whether within or outside the semi-circle:

I ) Species (see Appendix VIil for list of species code)
?) Number of individuals
3) Flying (f) or on the watet (W)
4) In semi-circle? f or trf
5) Distance from platform using categories (see Appendix VII for distance categories)
6) Association (see Appendix X for association codes)
7) Behaviour (see ,A.ppendix X for behaviour codes)



2.2, Recording information related to each observation period

Observation period information. it is important to fill in all the fields under the heading
"Observation period information" of the data sheet at the beginning of every ten-minute
obsen'ation period. See Appendix V for detailed notes on filling in each field.

Bird information. Use appropriate codes to record the following infbrmation (in this order of
priority) for all birds observed during the period, whether within or outside the transect:

l) Species (see Appendix VIII for list of species code)
2) Number of individuals
3) Flying (/r) or on the warer (17)
4) In transect? f orN
5) Distance from vessel using categories (see Appendix VII for distance codes)
6) Association (see Appendix X for association codes)
7) Behaviour (see Appendix X for behaviour codes)
8) compass direction (ff, NE, E, sE, s, sw, lY, orNlf) in which birds in flight are

heading, if they are not associated with platform,
8) Age (J, f, orA)
9) Plumage of adults (8, NB, andlor M)

l0) Sex (M or F)

See Appendix VII for detailed notes on frlling in each field.

Grouping observations. Record groups of birds in the same data row" if they behave as a
group and have the same moqphological and behavioural characteristics (e.g., all adults in
breeding plumage flying in the same direction; see example in Appendix XI). Record other
individuals from the group that have different characteristics (e.g., juveniles) in the nexr row,
and associate this record with the previous one by drawing a line that links the two rows (see
example in Appendix XI.30.

3. SEABIND SURVEY PROTOCOL F'OR STATIONARY PLATFORMS

3,1. General methodolog5r

The scan method. Observations from stationary platfonns are conducred using instantaneous
counts, or "snapshots" of birds within an area that is scanned at regular inten'als throughout the
day. The length of the survey will depend on the number of birds present at the tirne of the
scan. and may last only a few seconds if no birds are present.

Observer position. Whenever possible, conduct scans from a position outdoors, as close to the
edge of the platform as permitted. A position near the c<tge will increase rhe detection rates of
birds, especially for individuals that use the waters at the base of the platform, Conduct scans
at the same iocation each time, and ensure that other observers use the same location.



Ten-minute periods. A survey consisls of a series of ten-minute observation periods, which
are exclusively dedicated to detecting birds at sea. Only take breaks at the end of a ten*minute
period. Conduct as many consecutive ten-minute observation periods as possible, regardless if
birils are present or not, and try to ensure consistent coverage throughout the day,

Continuous count$ of birds. Scan the transect continuously by eye, to count and identify
birds present in air or on water. Use binoculars to confirm the species identification, and other
details, such as age, moult, carrying fish, etc. Scan ahead regularly (e.g., every minute) to
detect birds that may dive as the platform approaches. If large concentrations of birds in the
transect fly off as the moving platform approaches, use binoculars to help count individuals,
and record these as being on water.

Birds on water. Continuously record all birds observed on the sea surface throughout the ten-
minute period, and estimate their distance perpendicular from the mid-line of the platform (see
Appendix VII for distance categories). Leach's Storm-petreis observed tapping the surface of
the water with feet and bill, and Northern Gannets diving into the sea, should be recorded as
being on water with the behaviour code that indicates feeding (Appendix X).

Birds in tlight. Flying birds are not recorded continuously throughout thc l0-minute period, as
this would overestimate bird density. Instead, record flying birds using instantaneous counts,
or "snapshol$", at regular intervals throughout the observation period. The number of
snapshots conducted will depend on the speed of the platform (see Appendix IV for time
intervals between snapshots). For example, if the platform is moving ar a speed of 10 knots,
snapshots will occur every minute for the lO-minute observation period. During each
snapshot, record flying birds as "in transect" only if they are above the 300m strip transect
AND observed when the snapshot is being done. [f possible, estimate the distance of the flying
bird w&en it was first observed (see Appendix VII for distance categories). Record all other
flying birds that are seen outside of the transect or between snapshot intervals as "not in
transect", and estimate their distance at the time they were first observed. See Appendix XI for
an example of how to record data for birds on water and in flight.

Minimum requirements. Only conduct observations whe'n the platform is travelling at a
minimum speed of 4 knots (7.4 kmih) and a maximum of 19 knots (35.2 km/h).

Poor visibility. When a scheduled observation cannot be conducted because visibility is poor
due to rain or fog (i.e,, when the entire width of the 300m transect is not visible), flll in the
Obsewation Period Information. and write in the notes section why the obsen'ation was not
conducted.

Null observation periods. Record "No birds observed" when no birds were detected during a
ten-minute period, as this type of information is also important.



1. INTRODUCTION

Protocol objectives. The main objective of this protocol is to ensure that observers conducting
surveys at sea are recording data in a consistent, unbiased fashion that permit subsequent
conversion into seabird densities. Such data are important for the monitoring of seabird
abundance and species composition over space and time, which in turn help support future
environmental assessments, and assess potential impacts of the hydrocarbon industry, as well as
chronic ship-ba-sed oil pollution. This protocol is tailored after current methods used elsewhere
in the world, making these data comparable to datasets of other geographic areas. Two
protocols are presented here for surveys conducted from two types of observation platforms:
moving (e.g., fishing fleet, seismic vessel) and stationary (e.g., oil production rig, supply vessel
on stand-by).

Observer requirements. These survey protocols should be used by obsewers with some level
of experience conducting pelagic seabird surveys to ensure that appropriate information is
collected in a consistent fashion for maximum value, Observers should have adequate training
in seabird identification, and in methods for conducting and recording observations in a
standardize.d way. Observers should also tre dedicated to conducting surveys at sea while on
the platform, and should not have other potentially conflicting duties. Less experienced
observers, and those tasked with multiple duties who migbt have limited time to conduct
seabird observations, are encouraged to follow the modified version of this protocol that
requires less experience and focussed attention (Stantlanlized Protocols for Seabird Surveys
from Moving and Stationary Platformsfor th^e Hydrocarbon Industry, CWS publication).

2. SEABIRD SURYEY PROTOCOL FROM MOVING PLATFORMS

2.1. Generalmethodolog5r

Observer position. Whenever possible, conduct observations at a high location near the front
of the platform. A high position facing the bow of the vessel (e.g., on the bridge) increases the
detection rates of birds, especially species that dive to escape, such as auks. If weather permits,
observations can be conducted from a position outdoors.

The transect method. Conduct surveys while looking forward from the moving platform,
scanning at a 90o angle from either the port or starboard side, limiting observations to a trensect
band 300m wide from the side of the platform (Appendix I). This band is referred to as the
area "in transect".

Estimating transect width. Estimate the width of the 300m transect prior to beginning
obserrations. This can be done by practicing with a buoy towed on a 300m rope behind a
moving platform, using a range finder on a $tationary object (e.9., a buoy) while the plarform is
docked, or using a.slide calliper (Appendix lll).


